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How to balance a chemical equation class 10 ncert

quiznext learning material ncert cbse 10 chemistry leaves artificial quiznext intelligence helps you in precise review. take the daily quiz and stay at the top! Following the general regulation on the protection of data (gdpr.) we do not allow internet traffic to the byju website from countries within the European Union at this time. no monitoring or measuring cookies have been served with this page. question 1 What is a chemical equation? question 2 give an example of chemical equation? question 3 what is a
balanced equation? Question 4 What is a unbalanced equation? 5 what are the steps to balance the equation? Chemical equation the method of representing a chemical reaction with the help of symbols and formula is called chemical equation. For example: Zinc+Sulphuric acid—————>Zinc Sulphate+ hydrogen reactive products reactive products are always written on the left side in an equation with a sign more between. the products are always written on the right side in an equation with a sign more
between them. a chemical equation is the short-handed method of representing the chemical reaction. Balanced equation: has an equal number of atoms of different elements in reactives and products. atom reactant product zn 1 1 h 2 s 1 1 or 4 4 unbalanced equation: it has an unequal number of atoms of different elements in reactive and products. h2 + o2 > h2o reactive atoms products h 2 2 or 2 1 balancingequation The process of making the number of different types of atoms equal on both sides of an
equation is called equation balance. The steps to balance the chemical equation (1) Write the chemical reaction in the form of word equation, holding reactive on the left side and produced on the right side. (2) Write the symbol and formula of all reactives and produced in the equation of words. (3) Equilibrate the equation by multiplying the symbols and formula for the smallest possible digits. (4) Making the information equation by indicating the physical state, heat changes, reaction condition. (5) Indicate the
physical state of reactor and produced in an equation. we use symbols such as:solid(s), liquid(l), gas(g). Example of equation balancing (1) CH4 +O2 —————>CO2 +H2O Phase 1:Fare H equal atoms(Mulply products of 2) CH4 +O2 —————>CO2 +2 H2O Phase 2: Multiple reactive oxygen of 2 CH4 + 2O2 —————————————————————————CO221 H2O H(OH)2+Na2SO4 Step 1) Multiple Sodium Hydroxide 2 CuSO4 + 2 NaOH
—————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————— Fe+ 4 H2O
————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————————
These are the partof chapter 1 chemical reactions and class 10 note equations. I hope you like these chemical reactions and equation notes and share the page among your friends. Chemical reactions are processes in which new substances are formed with new properties. Only a reorganization of atoms occurs in a chemical reaction. Substances participating in a chemical reaction are called reactive. The new substances produced following the chemical reaction are called products. In a chemical reaction,
reactives are transformed into products. Magnesium combustion in the air to form magnesium oxide is an example of a chemical reaction. Take about 2 cm long and clean it by rubbing its surface with sand paper. Keep it with a couple of tongs. Burn it using a burner. The magnesium tape begins to burn with a dazzling flame. Keep the burning magnesium tape over a watch glass so that the magnesium oxide powder that is formed collects in the watch glass. Note: Before burning in the air, the magnesium tape is
cleaned by rubbing with a sand card. This is done to remove the base magnesium carbonate protective layer from the surface of the magnesium tape so that it can easily combine with air oxygen. Conversion of reagents into products into a chemical reaction is often accompanied by some characteristics that can be easily observed. The important features of chemical reactions are: Evolution of a gas Formation of a precipitate Color change Temperature change ChangeState Some chemical reactions are
characterized by the evolution of a gas. The chemical reaction between zinc and diluted sulphuric acid is characterized by the evolution of hydrogen gas. Take some zinc granules in a conical fiaschetta. Add diluted sulphuric acid to zinc granules. We will see the hydrogen gas bubbles forming around the zinc granules. If we touch the conical flask with our hand, we will find that it is a little warm. So, a temperature change also occurs in this chemical reaction. Some chemical reactions are characterized by the
formation of precipitate. A precipitate is a “solid product” that separates itself from the solution during a chemical reaction. The chemical between potassium iodide and lead nitrate is characterized by the formation of a yellow precipitate of lead iodide. Take a lead nitrate solution in the test tube. Add potassium iodid solution to it. A yellow precipitate of lead iodid is formed immediately. A change of color also happens in this chemical reaction. Some chemical reactions are characterized by a change of color. The
chemical reaction between citric acid and colored potassium permanganate violet is characterized by a change of color from violet to colorless. Take a solution of diluted potassium permanganate in a test tube. It's purple. Add some lemon juice (contain citric acid) with the help of a dropper and shake the test tube. The purple color of the permanganate solution of potassium continues to fade andbecomes colorless. Some chemical reactions are characterized by a change of temperature. The chemical reaction
between water and water to form slaked lime is characterized by a change of temperature. Take a little quick in a hard glass beaker. Add the water slowly. Touch the beaker. The beaker feels pretty hot. Some chemical reactions are characterized by a change in the state. When wax is burned (in the form of wax candle), then water and carbon dioxide are formed. Now, wax is a liquid while carbon dioxide is a gas. This means that during the combustion reaction of the wax, the physical state changes from solid to
liquid and gas. The method of representation of a chemical reaction with the help of symbols and formulas of the substances involved in it is known as chemical equation. Zinc metal reacts with diluted sulphuric acid to form zinc sulphate and hydrogen gas. This is known as the equation of the word. By placing the symbols and formula of all substances in the word equation above, we obtain the following chemical equation: The substances that combine or react are known as reactive. The new substances
produced in a reaction are known as products. A chemical equation is a short-term method to represent a chemical reaction. A balanced chemical equation has an equal number of atoms of different elements in reagents and products. Zinc metal reacts with diluted sulphuric acid to form zinc sulphate and hydrogen gas. Count the number of atoms of all elementsand produced separately. In the Reagents In products of atoms Zn 1 1 1 n. of atoms H 2 2 n. of atoms S 1 1 n. of atoms O 4 There are an equal number
of atoms of different elements in reactives and products, so the chemical equation above is a balanced equation. An unbalanced chemical equation has an unequal number of atoms of one or more elements in reagents and products. Hydrogen reacts with oxygen to form water Count the number of atoms of all elements in reagents and products separately. In products No. of H atomi 2 2 No. of O atoms 2 1 The above chemical equation contains an unequal number of oxygen atoms in reactives and products, so it
is an unbalanced equation. They are the chemical class 10 chapter 1 Chemical reactions and known equations. Topics dealt with on this page are Types of Chemical Reactions Combined Reaction of Decomposition Reactions of Displacement Double Reactions of Displacement Oxidation and Reduction Some of the important types of chemical reactions are: Combination reactions Decomposition reaction Reactions Reaction of displacement Double displacement reactions Oxidation and Reduction Combination
reactions: These reactions, in which two or more substances combine to form a single substance, are called combination reactions. In a combination reaction, two or more elements can be combined to form a compound; two or more compounds can combine to form a new compound; or an element andcompound can combine to form a new compound. examples: hydrogen burns in oxygen to form water: In this reaction, two elements, hydrogen and oxygen combine to form a single composite water, so this is an
example of a combination. ammonia reacts with hydrogen chloride to form ammonium chloride. in this reaction, two compounds, ammonia and hydrogen chloride, combine together to produce a new compound ammonium chloride. So, this is a combination reaction. Carbon monoxide reacts with oxygen to form carbon dioxide. in this reaction, the carbon dioxide compound reacts with the oxygen element to form a new compound, carbon dioxide. So, this is a combination reaction. decomposition reactions: These
reactions in which a compound is divided into two or more simple substances are known as decomposition reactions. decomposition reactions are carried out by applying heat, light or electricity. example: when calcium carbonate is heated, it decomposes to give calcium oxide and carbon dioxide: in this reaction, a substance, calcium carbonate is breaking into two simpler substances, calcium oxide and carbon dioxide, so this is a decomposition reaction. When a decomposition reaction is carried out by heating,
it is called "thermal decomposition." example: when lead nitrate is heated strongly, it breaks to form simpler substances such as lead monoxide, nitrogen oxide and oxygen. some decomposition reactions are carried out using electricity. example: when the electric current has passedacidified water, decomposes to give hydrogen gas and oxygen gas. This decomposition reaction occurs through the action of electricity. It's called water electrolysis. Some decomposition reactions are made by light energy. Example:
When the silver chloride is exposed to light, it decomposes to form the silver metal and chlorine gas. Use decomposition reactions: The decomposition reactions made by electricity are used to extract different metals from their natural compounds such as chlorides and oxides. For example, sodium metal is extracted from electrolysis of molten aluminum oxide. Decomposition reactions in our body: Food digestion in the body is an example of decomposition reaction. When we eat foods like wheat, rice or potatoes,
starch present in them decomposes to give simple sugar like glucose in the body; and the protein decomposes to form amino acids. Movement reactions: Those reactions, in which one element takes the place of another element in a compound, are known as displacement reactions. In general, a more reactive element moves a less reactive element from its compound. Examples: When as the zinc metal strip is placed in copper sulphate solution, then zinc sulphate solution and copper are obtained. In this
reaction, zinc shifts copper from the sulphate compound of copper so that copper is free. This displacement reaction occurs because zinc is more reactive than copper. When a piece of iron metal (or iron nail) isin copper sulphate solution, then iron sulphate solution and copper metal are formed. In this reaction, the iron moves the copper from the copper sulphate solution. The deep blue color of the copper sulphate solution fades due to the formation of iron sulphate green solution. A red-brown coating (or layer)
of copper metal is formed on the surface of iron metal (or iron nail). This displacement reaction occurs because iron is more reactive than copper. Double movement reaction: These reactions, in which two compounds react from an exchange of ions to form two new compounds, are called double shift reactions. Example: When barium chloride solution is added to sodium sulphate solution, then a white barium sulphate precipitate is formed with sodium chloride solution. In this reaction, two chloride compounds of
barium and sodium sulphate react to form two new compounds, barium sulphate and sodium chloride. An exchange of ions takes place in this reaction. In this reaction, barium sulphate is formed as a white solid, insoluble called precipitate that suddenly separates from the solution. Note: any reaction in which an insoluble solid is formed called precipitate separating from the solution is called a precipitation reaction. Reactions of oxidation and reduction: Oxidation: Adding oxygen to a substance is called oxidation.
The removal of hydrogen from a substance is called oxidation. Reduction: Adding hydrogen to a substance is called reduction.removal of oxygen from a substance is called reduction. oxidation and reduction reactions are also called redox reactions. example: when copper oxide is heated with hydrogen, then copper metal and water are formed. in the above reaction, copper oxide (cuo) is changing in copper (cu), so copper oxide is reduced to copper. Hydrogen is changing in water (h2o), so hydrogen is oxidized
to water. Copper oxide is giving oxygen necessary for hydrogen oxidation, so copper oxide is oxidizing agent and hydrogen is reducing agent. effect of oxidation reactions in everyday life: oxidation has harmful effect on metals and food. there are two common effects of oxidation reactions we observe daily. These are: metal corrosion: corrosion is the process in which metals are gradually consumed by air, humidity or chemical action (such as an acid) on their surface. corrosion is mainly caused by the oxidation of
metals from air oxygen. Iron metal rusting is the most common form of corrosion. during iron corrosion (iron rotation), iron metal is oxidized by air oxygen in the presence of water (humidity) to form the hydrated iron oxide (iii) called rust. corrosion weakens objects and structures in iron and steel as railings, car bodies, bridges and ships, etc., and reduces their life. frog when fats and oils present in food materials are oxidized by oxygen (air), their oxidation products havesmell and taste. The condition produced by
air oxidation of fats and oils in foods marked by unpleasant smell and taste is called rancidity. The rancidity spoils the prepared food materials in fats and oils that have been kept for a considerable time and make them unsuitable for eating. The development of food rancidity can be prevented or delayed (slowed down) in the following ways: Frog can be avoided by adding antioxidants to foods containing fat and oils: Antioxidant is a substance (or chemical) that prevents oxidation. Antioxidants are actually
reducing the agent. The two common antioxidants used in foods to prevent the development of rancidity are BHA (butylated hydroxes – Anisole) and BHT (butyl-Toluene hydroxes). The rancidity can be avoided by packing fats and oils containing foods in nitrogen gas: When the packaged is surrounded by non-reactive gas nitrogen, there is no oxygen to cause its oxidation and make it rancid. The producers of chips fill the plastic bags containing chips with nitrogen gas. The rancidity can be delayed keeping food
in a refrigerator. The rancidity can be delayed by storing food in air-tight containers. Frog can be delayed by saving food away from light. link to this page by copying the following class 10 note text equations: Part 1 Also read the practice of the class of questions 10 mathematics class 10 science how to balance a chemical equation class 10. how to balance chemical equation class 10th. how to do you balance a chemical equation
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